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• Welcome

• EBSA – the ‘story’ behind our web pages

• Presenting our EBSA resources

• ‘Trying out’ our resources using case 
study examples

• Feedback and questions



Just making 
people aware 
in case of 
interest …

How many SENCOs are also MH leads?

Senior mental health lead training – a community-wide approach to improving
mental health outcomes in your school or college (annafreud.org)

National Network of Mental Health Leads – The UK body for Mental Health and
Wellbeing Leads

Senior mental health lead training - GOV.UK (www.gov.uk)

DfE Senior Mental Health Leads Course - Three Eggs Training

Talking mental health | Metal health toolkit for teachers | Starting conversations
about mental health | Anna Freud Centre

https://www.annafreud.org/smhl/
https://mentalhealthlead.com/
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/senior-mental-health-lead-training?utm_campaign=2978543_WSS%20Member%20Community%20update%20-%20September&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Nasen&dm_i=2F68,1RU9B,A9F8XR,65HWO,1
https://www.threeeggs.co.uk/dfe-senior-mental-health-leads-course/
https://www.annafreud.org/schools-and-colleges/resources/talking-mental-health-animation-teacher-toolkit/


www.suffolk.gov.uk/wellbeingeducation

http://www.suffolk.gov.uk/wellbeingeducation


Emotionally 
Based School 
Avoidance (EBSA) 
Task and Finish 
Group 

EBSA Emotionally Based School Avoidance | Suffolk County Council

Advice for Schools (Kay)
Advice for parents (Kelly)
Advice for CYP (Susan)

https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-for-education-return/new-scc-page/


What is EBSA 
(Emotional 
Based School 
Avoidance)

EBSA is a term used to describe a group of children and young 
people who have severe difficulty in attending school due 
to emotional factors, often resulting in prolonged absences 
from school.

School avoidance can be seen as a coping strategy, a behaviour 
seen in pupils who, for whatever reason, are finding being in 
school difficult.

For some, an avoidant strategy might be used to miss particular 
lessons, whilst others might resist attending for longer stretches.

Where ‘fight or flight’ are the two most common basic responses 
for dealing with threat, this avoidant type of behaviour can be seen 
as ‘flight’: a way of getting away from the source of threat.

“Emotionally Based School Avoidance” (EBSA) or “Anxiety Based 
School Avoidance” (ABSA) are two phrases commonly used to 
describe those students who are avoiding all or parts of school 
life, as a result of worry or anxiety.





EBSA – The 
anxiety cycle that 
can maintain 
difficulties



Emotionally Based School Avoidance: current page on our WiE website
EBSA Emotionally Based School Avoidance | Suffolk County Council

All pages in this section
EBSA Resources for schools
What schools can do to help pupils presenting with EBSA

EBSA Resources for Children & Families
Emotionally Based School Avoidance Resources for families to use 
to support their children and young people.

https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-for-education-return/ebsa-emotionally-based-school-avoidance/
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-for-education-return/ebsa-emotionally-based-school-avoidance/ebsa-resources-for-schools/
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-for-education-return/ebsa-emotionally-based-school-avoidance/ebsa-resources-for-children-and-families/


What schools need to know about 
causation

What schools need to know about 
prevention

What schools can do to help when 
pupils are displaying EBSA

What do schools 
need to know / 

advice for 
schools/ support 

for schools







TOP TIPS!









PowerPoint 
Presentation 
(suffolk.gov.uk)

https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-and-education-return/2021-08-12-EBSA-Education-Setting-Guidance-Part-2-of-2-.pdf


Kelly



Kelly



What is Team Pupil

 Developed from ‘Know Me to Teach Me’ by Louise Bomber 
(2020)

 Team Pupil is a specific support network for both staff and the 
child or young person.

 It provides a supportive framework for staff to understand the 
importance of their relationships with children and young 
people being described as “challenging” or “hard to reach”.

 It is comprised of 4-5 members of staff and/or adults around the 
child or young person who is experiencing or who has 
experienced emotional difficulties, relational trauma and losses.



Children and Young People perspective:

• Working with variety of staff and agencies to think about the information we provide for children 
and young people around EBSA.

• Importance of co-production – with children and young people as well as adult stakeholders. 
Discussions with Engagement Hub to access focus groups of primary and secondary aged pupils –
seek their views and suggestions on the materials we produce; how it should be presented etc.

• Use of Person Centred Planning – Kelly and Inclusion Facilitator service have been great at 
producing and sharing lots of brief, clear, materials (usually in a graphic format) which young 
person, family and school can work on together.

• KeepCool: Anxiety - YouTube

• Do you worry about going to school? Information for Young People: (suffolk.gov.uk) - children's 
booklet

• Do you worry about going to school? Information for Young People: (suffolk.gov.uk) - YP brochure

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz8P37t-1fU&t=2s
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-and-education-return/2021-08-12-EBSA-brochure-for-children-v1.pdf
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-and-education-return/2021-08-12-EBSA-brochure-for-young-people-v.1.pdf


Online booklets for children and for Young People.
Do you worry about going to school? Information for Young People: 

(suffolk.gov.uk)
Do you worry about going to school? Information for Young People: 

(suffolk.gov.uk)

Click to add text

https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-and-education-return/2021-08-12-EBSA-brochure-for-children-v1.pdf
https://www.suffolk.gov.uk/assets/Children-families-and-learning/wellbeing-and-education-return/2021-08-12-EBSA-brochure-for-young-people-v.1.pdf


Example of EBSA 
materials:

An open-ended way of eliciting the young 
person’s worries and concerns



Example of EBSA 
materials:

• If we can elicit strengths and what is 
working well we can use these to support 
the young person



Teacher perspective Parent perspective Pupil perspective

Thoughts

Feelings

Actions

I’m trying my hardest to be patient with 
this pupil.  I’m minimising all challenges.  
They’re using a lot of my time in class.  
Their outbursts in lessons are  unsettling 
the other pupils.  I cannot see where the 
tantrums are coming from.  Why aren’t 
parents supporting with any homework?

Anger
Frustration
Confusion

Has been following school behaviour 
policy and giving warnings and 
punishments / sanctions.
Has tried to catch parent on playground 
but parent not easy to get hold of.

My son / daughter is coming home from 
school highly distressed / angry, saying "I'm 
never going back“ – is this my fault as a 
parent?  What must school think of me?  My 
child is suffering and I don’t know what to do.  
My whole weekend is 'ruined' with the worry 
of Monday morning...

Frustration
Worry
Guilt

Has allowed child a few Mondays off here 
and there to try and keep the peace.  Has 
eased off pressure to do homework.  Is 
avoiding school staff hoping they won’t ask 
accusatory questions and that it will all blow 
over.

They don’t understand
I can’t do this / cope with this
The other kids think I’m stupid
I hate the teachers

Shame
Anger
Fear

Continues to challenge /  act out / 
argue 
Not able to explain what is wrong so 
does all they can to avoid talking about 
it
Spends more time ‘escaping’ by on-line 
gaming

'Acting out' example:  pupil has been quite unsettled of late (e.g. kicking chairs over in class or cursing and refusing to 
comply with seemingly small / unchallenging tasks or requests) and pupil has also been in late at least one day a week 
for last half term. Overall attendance is at around 90% for the last 2 terms.  Homework is not being done.



School response

• First – go back to slide 13.  Begin to take stock of the different thought processes 
and feelings that are interfacing here – building understanding, compassion, sense 
of capacity and hope.

• Second – go back to slide 14.  Begin to build up a more  holistic picture of what the 
contributory factors are here.  Really reach out to parents and develop an 
understanding of what’s going on for them WITHOUT JUDGMENT!  Deciding who is 
going to do this work and pull it together.

• Create a plan which is based on relationship building and which is collaborative and 
SMART – go back to slide 18.



Cause of emerging EBSA (for example) Next Steps….
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Unrecognised ‘dyslexia’ or related literacy 
difficulties with associated difficulties 
accessing the curriculum.  Over time this 
has led to low self esteem, fear of ridicule 
by peers
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Dad had difficulties at school and has been 
open about that with child – is still angry 
about it – has always encouraged child to 
challenge when uncomfortable about 
something – often makes negative 
comments about teachers

W
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Class teacher under lots of personal stress 
right now and tolerance of challenge is low.  
Is putting in huge amounts of work and is 
getting little thanks for it.  HT has told CT to 
be stricter in following behaviour policy.

Review their behaviour policy – is a more relational approach needed?  
(e.g. emotion coaching / restorative justice).
Does the SLT within the school have an overview of staff wellbeing?  
What’s the school policy or procedure for staff to access support when 
they need it?  Does the school have an ELSA that could help?  Is there 
someone in the school who has a role in overseeing EBSA?  How does 
the school support pupils with literacy difficulties?  Is training around the 
use of assistive technology needed?



Family support

• Connect with parents without judgement: consider the parents own experiences of school when selecting the 
liaison person, the place and time of any meeting.

• Being mindful that some families can find needing support uncomfortable.

• Start with ‘Strong not Wrong' – we don’t want to assume we know what is going on for the family or the young 
person; start with what is working well for the young person. The family are often an asset for gaining insight to 
what makes the young person tick and the challenges they are experiencing.

• Help to bridge between the young person, the family and the school in terms of thinking about where they are 
now and where they want to be; the long term goal may be attending school full time but what are the 
immediate priorities? (Person centred plans)

• Staying optimistic with families; that you are there to support them to present a ‘united front’,  if they have 
concerns they should talk to their liaison person and need to be made aware that it is likely there could be 
difficulties implementing the plan; this is anticipated and solutions are found together.



Cause of emerging EBSA (for example) Next Steps….
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Unrecognised ‘dyslexia’ or related literacy 
difficulties with associated difficulties 
accessing the curriculum.  Over time this 
has led to low self esteem, fear of ridicule 
by peers
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rs Dad had difficulties at school and has been 
open about that with child – is still angry 
about it – has always encouraged child to 
challenge when uncomfortable about 
something – often makes negative 
comments about teachers

Work with parents to agree on best way to communicate and share 
information.  Give parents a chance to feel really heard.  Choose the 
‘liaison person’ carefully.
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Class teacher under lots of personal stress 
right now and tolerance of challenge is low.  
Is putting in huge amounts of work and is 
getting little thanks for it.  HT has told CT to 
be stricter in following behaviour policy.



Pupil support

• Person centred: Who does the young person know and trust – who are they likely to talk to?

• Connect with pupil without judgement: Re-assure the pupil they are not in trouble and you want to 
help them.

• Be curious: Start with open ended enquiry – we don’t want to assume we know what is going on for 
the young person (see slide 23)

• Keep one foot in possibility: Really look for and notice strengths and hopes (see slide 24)

• Give them tools to talk: Young children may not have the vocabulary or self-reflection to explain what 
is wrong. Older children / young people may be too anxious or upset to be able to explain clearly or 
they may also be feeling very confused. Visual supports can help (examples in both child and YP 
brochures but you can also use other resources such as school wellbeing cards; use of scaling with 
pictures etc).

• Bridge between now and future: Help them bridge between where they are now and where they 
want to be (long term goal may be school, or feeling confident but what about medium term goals and 
short –term goals. What are the immediate priorities? (person centred plans can work well here)



Cause of emerging EBSA (for example) Next Steps….
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Unrecognised ‘dyslexia’ or related literacy 
difficulties with associated difficulties 
accessing the curriculum.  Over time this 
has led to low self esteem, fear of ridicule 
by peers

Choose ‘best’ person to meet and talk with the child.
Listen without judgement so that child can share what they find hard 
about school (and also what bits they like or what helps) – use pictures/ 
resources/scaling to help explore this (feelings cards; scaling line etc)
Make sure they have a good understanding of the child’s learning 
strengths and difficulties – how can this be supported in class?
View the child’s ‘acting out’ as a defence mechanism and consider how 
to support self esteem
Be aware of peer cultures within the class and ensure paired and group 
work is supported
Find opportunities to recognise and build upon child strengths.
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Dad had difficulties at school and has been 
open about that with child – is still angry 
about it – has always encouraged child to 
challenge when uncomfortable about 
something – often makes negative 
comments about teachers
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Class teacher under lots of personal stress 
right now and tolerance of challenge is low.  
Is putting in huge amounts of work and is 
getting little thanks for it.  HT has told CT to 
be stricter in following behaviour policy.



How do they feel?

The Child brochure contains some activities 
and resources you can use with the child or 
young person to help them think through 
how they feel about school. 

They are presented in different formats (eg 
emojis and graphics) to offer choice. 





What can 
they do?

• The brochure provides 
some practical strategies 
which the young person 
can use (by themselves or 
with help from trusted 
adults). 



'Acting in' example – another scenario to consider to help practice use of the EBSA materials

School Perspective Parent Perspective Pupil Perspective

Teacher notices child is having a few 
days off over the course of half a term 
due to 'tummy aches'

TA notices child rarely contributes to 
class discussion and looks a bit teary 
when invited to speak

MDA notices child is not eating their 
lunch

Difficulties getting child to get ready 
for bed, getting to sleep, bedwetting in 
the night

Arguments in the morning, refusal to 
prepare for school, shouting, crying

Won’t get out the car / clings to parent 
at the gate

Meltdowns after school, not able to 
say what is wrong

Child stays in bedroom / on phone

Other children seem to be enjoying 
break times and find it easy to find 
someone to play with...Why can’t I?

I'm finding it too hard to concentrate 
on what the teacher says so I don't 
know what to do when the work is 
set...

Being at school gives me a horrible 
feeling in my stomach



Any feedback / thoughts for future resources / generalised queries:

Kelly.Francis@suffolk.gov.uk
Susan.Hunter@suffolk.gov.uk
Kay.Breton@suffolk.gov.uk

Customer feedback is extremely important to the development and improvement of our services.

We would appreciate your help in completing a short online survey concerning the service that you received.

Please tell us what you think by completing our short feedback survey here

mailto:Kelly.Francis@suffolk.gov.uk
mailto:Susan.Hunter@suffolk.gov.uk
mailto:Kay.Breton@suffolk.gov.uk
http://www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/Psychologyandtherapy/

